
Crazier Eights (2014) is a stand alone 
gateway fantasy card game with excellent 
artwork, interesting characters, creative 
abilities, and exciting card interactions. 
There are fifty-two cards. 

To play the game, players take turns 
drawing one card, discarding up to one 
card, and playing up to one card for an 
effect. The first player with zero cards in 
hand wins. 

Crazier Eights
Product Code: REU-CR8-001
MSRP: $22
UPC: 053176901527
Contents: 52 cards, rules card, & rule book.
Box Size: 66 x 21 x 91 (mm)
Release Date: September 20, 2014

2-4 Players
10-30 min.
Ages 13+

More information: 
CrazierEights.com/the-first-edition-2014/

Manufactured in China
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Crazier Eights: Camelot (2017) is a stand alone 
gateway fantasy card game inspired by the stories 
of King Arthur. There are fifty-two unique cards, 
and many represent characters and other 
elements from the King Arthur stories, such as 
Queen Guinevere, Merlin, and the Holy Grail. The 
first player with zero cards in hand wins. 

This time there are alternate win conditions, such 
as winning the game from controlling four assets.

Play through video: CrazierEights.com/video
Crazier Eights
Product Code: REU-CR8-003
MSRP: $10
UPC: 053176901558
Contents: 52 cards, rules card, & rule book.
Box Size: 66 x 21 x 91 (mm)
Release Date: October 20, 2017

2-4 Players
10-30 min.
Ages 13+

More information: CrazierEights.com/Camelot

Manufactured in China
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Sir Percival, the Round Table, Avalon, and many 
other cards from the world of King Arthur can 
help you win by getting zero cards in hand first. 
Avalon (2017) can be played as a stand alone game 
or an expansion for Camelot – you may shuffle the 
cards into a larger deck. (It’s an expandalone.)

Avalon introduced multicolored cards that have 
two colors rather than a rank as well as ranks 
from 11 to 15.

Crazier Eights: Avalon
Product Code: REU-CR8-003
MSRP: $10
UPC: 053176901558
Contents: 33 cards, rules card, & rule book.
Box Size: 66 x 17 x 91 (mm)
Release Date: October 20, 2017
© James Wallace Gray

2-4 Players
10-30 min.
Ages 13+

More information: 
http://craziereights.com/avaloninfo

Manufactured in China
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Experience new stories with Aladdin, Ali Baba, 
Princess Parizade, and other famous 
characters from the Arabian Nights with this 
new version of Crazier Eights, a fantasy card 
game. Characters, places, and wonders from 
Shahrzad's stories come to life with these 
imaginative and unique cards. 

One Thousand & One Nights (2018) introduced 
more powerful cards that can’t be played from 
your hand unless an opponent controls a 
certain number of assets.

A video for this game can be found here: 
youtube.com/user/mageslime

Crazier Eights: One Thousand & One Nights
Product Code: REU-CR8-004
MSRP: $15
UPC: 086156139399
Contents: 52 cards & rule book.
Box Size: 66 x 21 x 91 (mm)
Release Date: November 20, 2018

2-4 Players
10-30 min.
Ages 13+

More information: 
CrazierEights.com/1001nights

Manufactured in China
© James Wallace Gray
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Shahrzad (2018) has enough cards for a stand alone three 
player game, or three more people can play when it is 
shuffled into another deck. Sinbad, Zummarad, and wonders
from the Arabian Nights come to life with these creative and
unique thirty three cards inspired by Shahrzad’s stories. 
They can all be used to help you be the first player to have 
zero cards in hand. 

Shahrzad introduced split cards. You may discard a split card
as either color and it counts as a multicolored card after it is
discarded. When you play a split card, you have to choose 
which side to play. 

A video for this game can be found here: 
youtube.com/user/mageslime

© James Wallace Gray

Crazier Eights: Shahrzad
Product Code: REU-CR8-005
MSRP: $10
UPC: 086156139405
Contents: 33 cards & rule book.
Box Size: 66 x 17 x 91 (mm)
Release Date: November 20, 2018

2-3 Players
10-30 min.
Ages 13+

More information:
CrazierEights.com/Shahrzad

Manufactured in China
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Zeus, Artemis, Atlantis, and many 
other wonders from Greek 
mythology come to life with these 
52 imaginative and unique cards. 
Each card represents a different 
aspect from a story, and new 
stories are created in each game. 
That’s 52 different card abilities.

Olympus (2020) introduces gods, 
which can’t be destroyed. 

A video for this game can be found
here: 
youtube.com/user/mageslime

Crazier Eights: Olympus
Product Code: REU-CR8-006
MSRP: $15
UPC: 053176901534
Contents: 52 cards & rule book.
Box Size: 66 x 21 x 91 (mm)
Release Date: August 14, 2020

2-4 Players
10-30 min.
Ages 13+

More information: CrazierEights.com/Olympus

Manufactured in China
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Athena, Theseus, the Minotaur, and 30 other cards
inspired by Greek mythology come to life in this 
gateway fantasy card game. This set has enough 
cards for a three player game, and it may be 
combined with Crazier Eights: Olympus. Every card 
has a unique ability and the first player with zero 
cards in hand wins. (Note: Pantheon [2020] has 
multicolored cards rather than eights.)

Pantheon introduces gods that do not have a 
requirement to be put into play, but they have a 
requirement for their ability to be active. Some of 
them also require that opponents as a group 
control a certain number of assets.

A video for this game can be found here: 
youtube.com/user/mageslime

Crazier Eights: Pantheon
Product Code: REU-CR8-007
MSRP: $10
UPC: 053176901541
Contents: 33 cards & rule book.
Box Size: 66 x 17 x 91 (mm)
Release Date: August 14, 2020

2-3 Players
10-30 min.
Ages 13+

More information:
CrazierEights.com/Pantheon

Manufactured in China
© James Wallace Gray
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The Lady of the Lake (RPG for Windows) is a turn-based JRPG-style video game in the world of King Arthur.

You start with Vivian, Merlin’s Apprentice, and known as the Lady of the Lake in many stories.

This is our first video game and it was developed using
RPG Maker MV for a year.

Some Features
• Choices – Some actions and inactions can lead to

different scenarios, such as Camelot being
attacked or conquered by various villains. This
feature is very subtle, and it might take multiple
playthroughs to realize that some scenarios are
merely one possibility.

• Older woman protagonist – There is a time
lapse, and a lot of the characters are a lot older
after that. This is one of the only video games
that can star an older woman.

• More realistic monetary system – The
monetary system is based more on real life.
Eighty silver pieces equals one gold piece. That’s
enough to buy an iron sword. It is my
understanding that this is pretty close to real life
in at least some time periods.

• Arthurian allies – The main allies you need to recruit are Arthur,
Guinevere, and Merlin. There are also several possible allies you can
recruit from the King Arthur stories, such as Sir Lancelot, Sir Gawain,
Morgan Le Fay, and Morgause.

• New game plus – After you beat the game, you can play it again using
the same save file to keep any legendary items you found. Many of the
treasures you find are random, so you are likely to find a lot of different
legendary items each time you play. You also have a choice to choose
your starting team when you use.

• Release date: September 16, 2022.
• Link to game: recoculous.itch.io/lady-of-the-lake-rpg-demo
• Link to video: youtu.be/xmGuxUjuNKw
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